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        Join Londolozi Live
      

      
        Sign in or sign up to Londolozi Live to connect with other voices of the wild. Learn more
						      

    


    	
		
			

					

	


	

    

    
	
		We’ll never post to Facebook or Google without your permission. Read more in our Privacy Policy and Terms of Services.
	





	
		Struggling to log in? Read our help guide.
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					We will email you instructions to reset your password.
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							Londolozi Live
						

						
							Membership overview						

						
							We invite you to sign up for a Londolozi Live account and join our growing digital family united by our respect for nature and love of the wild.  Membership is free and grants access to the Londolozi community, numerous innovative services and benefits across our digital ecosystem:						

					


					
													
								
									Quick sign in/sign up								

								
									
										Tired of new passwords? Link your social media account of choice for instant, secure access to Londolozi Live.									

								

																	
										
											[image: ]
										
									

															

													
								
									Who are you?								

								
									
										Tell the community something about yourself and tweak your Londolozi profile.  More of a secretive animal?  Keep your profile private.									

								

																	
										
											[image: ]
										
									

															

													
								
									Track your activity								

								
									
										Earn badges for your profile as you interact with Londolozi and the community as you comment, share and explore our online ecosystem.  All your activity with Londolozi is now connected.									

								

																	
										
											[image: ]
										
									

															

													
								
									Increase your ranking								

								
									
										Earn prowess and rank up as you interact with Londolozi Live and earn a spot on the monthly points leaderboard.									

								

																	
										
											[image: ]
										
									

															

													
								
									Discuss stories								

								
									
										Chat with other Londolozi Live Explorers and with your favourite Contributors from the Londolozi team about their photos and stories from the wild.									

								

																	
										
											[image: ]
										
									

															

													
								
									Curate your own gallery								

								
									
										Add your favorite photographs from around Londolozi Live to your very own Favorites gallery, using the ♡ button, for others to enjoy.									
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									Purchase full res photos								

								
									
										Buy your favorite photos in full resolution, easily and securely, for download at any time from your Profile Page.									
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									Home of leopards								

								
									
										Tell us which of the Leopards of Londolozi you've encountered during your visit! Their cards will move to your profile page collection.									
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									Rent gear								

								
									
										Need a camera for your stay?  Book it online and hassle free.  Travel to Londolozi light and easy.									
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		We’ll never post to Facebook or Google without your permission. Read more in our Privacy Policy and Terms of Services.
	





	
		Struggling to log in? Read our help guide.
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						Our best photographs are available for purchase in digital format from the Londolozi Live Fine Art Store, via credit card. Purchasable photos are tagged with the Fine Art Store icon:
					

					
					

						
							
						

					

					
					
						Once purchased, you will be able to download the full resolution, unwatermarked image (around 10Mb) from your profile page at any time. There are also different license options which you can choose from when adding the image to your cart.
					

					
						To add any purchasable image to your cart, press the Purchase/Add to cart buttons next to an image, from anywhere across Londolozi Live:
					

					
					

						
							
						

					

					
					
						Pay using Mastercard or Visa through our 100% secure payment gateway, Payfast.
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						Please choose a license and then 'add to cart' to continue.
					


					
						
							
								Personal - R2500.00
								
									You may not use this image for commerical purposes. Learn more.
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									You may use this image for commerical purposes. Learn more.
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						After you have added this photograph to your cart and completed checkout, you will be able to download the full, unwatermarked version at any time from your Profile page.
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          Purchase complete
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            Thank you for purchasing from the Londolozi Fine Art Site! Your order completed successfully and we have emailed you the order details.
          

          
            Your purchased photographs are available for download in full resolution at any time from the Downloads tab below, here on your Profile Page, alongside information about your orders.
          

          
            We hope you enjoy your new purchase!
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							Overview 1 of 3

							
								Points
							

							I
						

						
							
								
									Points are awarded for each of your interactions with Londolozi Live, and for earning new badges and titles.
								

								
									All Members of the tribe get points (although our in-house Contributors get a lot fewer to keep things fair ;). Points are just for fun for now and there are two kinds:
								

							

							
								
									
										
											P
										
									

									
										
											Prowess points
										

										
											Prowess points are awarded for engaging with the community.
										

									

								

								

										

											
												
													Members
												

												
													Staff
												

												
													Action
												

											


										
	


												
													
														P
													
													
														5														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															-
														

																									


												
													Visiting the Londolozi Blog today												

											
	


												
													
														P
													
													
														100														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															-
														

																									


												
													Joining Londolozi Live												

											
	


												
													
														P
													
													
														40														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															P
														
														
															30															
																pts
															
														

																									


												
													Sharing a photograph via email or Twitter												

											
	


												
													
														P
													
													
														80														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															P
														
														
															20															
																pts
															
														

																									


												
													Commenting on a story												

											
	


												
													
														P
													
													
														120														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															P
														
														
															30															
																pts
															
														

																									


												
													Receiving a reply to your comment												

											
	


												
													
														P
													
													
														160														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															P
														
														
															40															
																pts
															
														

																									


												
													Sharing a story via email or Twitter												

											
	


												
													
														P
													
													
														180														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															P
														
														
															80															
																pts
															
														

																									


												
													Sharing a gallery via email or Twitter												

											


								


							



							
								
									
										
											Q
										
									

									
										
											Contribution points
										

										
											Contribution points are awarded for contributing engaging content to Londolozi Live.
										

									

								

								

										

											
												
													Members
												

												
													Staff
												

												
													Action
												

											


										
	
												
													
														Q
													
													
														50														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															Q
														
														
															5															
																pts
															
														

																									



												
													Having your photograph favorited												

											
	
												
													
														Q
													
													
														100														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															Q
														
														
															10															
																pts
															
														

																									



												
													Receiving a comment on your story												

											
	
												
													
														Q
													
													
														150														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															Q
														
														
															15															
																pts
															
														

																									



												
													Others are conversing about your story												

											
	
												
													
														Q
													
													
														150														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															Q
														
														
															15															
																pts
															
														

																									



												
													Having your story shared via email or Twitter												

											
	
												
													
														Q
													
													
														200														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															Q
														
														
															20															
																pts
															
														

																									



												
													Having your photograph shared via email or Twitter												

											
	
												
													
														Q
													
													
														250														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															Q
														
														
															25															
																pts
															
														

																									



												
													Receiving 10 comments on your story												

											
	
												
													
														Q
													
													
														350														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															Q
														
														
															35															
																pts
															
														

																									



												
													Having your story published												

											
	
												
													
														Q
													
													
														400														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															Q
														
														
															200															
																pts
															
														

																									



												
													Having your gallery shared via email or Twitter												

											
	
												
													
														Q
													
													
														750														
															pts
														
													

												


												
																											
															Q
														
														
															250															
																pts
															
														

																									



												
													Having your photograph purchased												

											


								


								
									Want to have your story or photo journal published on the Blog and become a Guest Contributor? Let us know!
								

							


							



								
									View the leaderboards
								

							


						

					


					

						
							Titles
						
						
							Badges
						

						
							Okay
						
					


				

			


			

	

		
			
				Overview 2 of 3

				
					Badges
				

				I
			

			
				
					
						Badges are awarded for achieving various things and come with a bunch of points in tow. Here's an example badge:
					


					
						We've had the pleasure of hosting you here at Londolozi and together we've experienced the magic of the wild and now you're part of the family. You've let us know about your past visits while editing your Profile.					

					
		
		  
		    Londolozi Guest
		  

		  
		    Awarded for visiting Londolozi.
		  

		  
		      
		
			
				
			

		


		
		  

		  
		    
		      
		        1000
		      

		      
		        
		          prowess earned
		        

		        
		          for earning the Londolozi Guest badge
		        

		      

		    

		    

		  

					

				
					
						Each badge has a basic version, such as the Londolozi Guest badge above, and a specialist version:
					

					
		
		  
		    Londolozi Lifer
		  

		  
		    Awarded for visiting Londolozi three times.
		  

		  
		      
		
			
				
			

		


		
		  

		  
		    
		      
		        2000
		      

		      
		        
		          prowess earned
		        

		        
		          for earning the Londolozi Lifer badge
		        

		      

		    

		    

		  

	
				

				
					
						And for certain badges, there are even more levels to attain:
					

					
		
		  
		    Nature Mystic
		  

		  
		    Awarded for completing 21 Mindfulness Nature Connection Challenges.
		  

		  
		      
		
			
				
			

		


		
		  

		  
		    
		      
		        1600
		      

		      
		        
		          prowess earned
		        

		        
		          for earning the Nature Mystic badge
		        

		      

		    

		    

		  

	
				


				
					To see all the badges on offer and find out how to grab them, visit the Badge Showcase or click on any badge you happen to find out there in the wild.
				


				

					
		
			
				
			

		


							
		
			
				
			

		


							
		
			
				
			

		


							
		
			
				
			

		


							
		
			
				
			

		


							
		
			
				
			

		


							
		
			
				
			

		


							
		
			
				
			

		


							
		
			
				
			

		


						


				
					
						Badge showcase
					
				


			

		


		

			
				Points
			
			
				Titles
			

			
				Okay
			
		


	


			


	

		
			
				Overview 3 of 3

				
					Titles
				

				I
			

			
				
					When you first join Londolozi Live you start out with the title of Member. For interacting with the community in various ways, you can easily earn a promotion and earn some points in the process.
				

				
					There are currently 6 different titles (we've got plenty more in the works):
				


				

					
						
							
								Member							

							
								Awarded for joining Londolozi Live.
							


															
									
										
											100
										

										
											
												prowess earned
											

											
																									for joining Londolozi Live																							

										

									

								


							

						

					
						
							
								Explorer							

							
								Awarded for posting a comment on a story.
							


															
									
										
											200
										

										
											
												prowess earned
											

											
																									for promotion to Explorer
																							

										

									

								


							

						

					
						
							
								Digital Ranger							

							
								Awarded for sharing a story, image or gallery via Twitter or email.
							


															
									
										
											350
										

										
											
												prowess earned
											

											
																									for promotion to Digital Ranger
																							

										

									

								


							

						

					
						
							
								Senior Digital Ranger							

							
								Awarded for reaching 10 000 prowess points.
							


							

						

					
						
							
								Digital Tracker							

							
								Awarded for reaching 25 000 prowess points.
							


							

						

					
						
							
								Master Tracker							

							
								Awarded for reaching 50 000 prowess points.
							


							

						

					
				


			

		


		

			
				Badges
			
			
				Points
			

			
				Okay
			
		

	



		

	




  

    

      
      
        
          

            

              
                Badge series 1 of 9

                
                  Guest                

                I
              

              

                
                    

                                              
                          We've had the pleasure of hosting you here at Londolozi and together we've experienced the magic of the wild and now you're part of the family. You've let us know about your past visits while editing your Profile.                        

                        
                          You've earned the badge:
                        

                      
                      
                        
                          Londolozi Guest                        

                        
                          Awarded for visiting Londolozi.
                        

                        
                          
		
			
				
			

		


		                        

                        
                          
                            
                              1000
                            

                            
                              
                                prowess earned
                              

                              
                                for earning the Londolozi Guest badge
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      


                    


                
                    

                                              
                          You're a specialist in this field and have earned the badge:
                        

                      
                      
                        
                          Londolozi Lifer                        

                        
                          Awarded for visiting Londolozi three times.
                        

                        
                          
		
			
				
			

		


		                        

                        
                          
                            
                              2000
                            

                            
                              
                                prowess earned
                              

                              
                                for earning the Londolozi Lifer badge
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      


                    


                
              

            


            

              
                Prev
              
              
                Next
              

              
                Okay
              
            


          

        

      
        
          

            

              
                Badge series 2 of 9

                
                  Leopard                

                I
              

              

                
                    

                                              
                          On a trip to Londolozi you've been lucky enough to spot a leopard of Londolozi. You've encountered the leopard's profile card on the Blog and pressed the 'Spotted this Leopard?' button to record your sighting.                        

                        
                          You've earned the badge:
                        

                      
                      
                        
                          Leopard Spotter                        

                        
                          Awarded for spotting one Leopard of Londolozi.
                        

                        
                          
		
			
				
			

		


		                        

                        
                          
                            
                              200
                            

                            
                              
                                prowess earned
                              

                              
                                for earning the Leopard Spotter badge
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      


                    


                
                    

                                              
                          You're a specialist in this field and have earned the badge:
                        

                      
                      
                        
                          Leopard Specialist                        

                        
                          Awarded for spotting five Leopards of Londolozi.
                        

                        
                          
		
			
				
			

		


		                        

                        
                          
                            
                              800
                            

                            
                              
                                prowess earned
                              

                              
                                for earning the Leopard Specialist badge
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      


                    


                
              

            


            

              
                Prev
              
              
                Next
              

              
                Okay
              
            


          

        

      
        
          

            

              
                Badge series 3 of 9

                
                  Lion                

                I
              

              

                
                    

                                              
                          You can't get enough lion in your day and like to chat about the powerful cats with our Rangers and other enthusiasts on Blog stories that have been filed under 'Lions'.                        

                        
                          You've earned the badge:
                        

                      
                      
                        
                          Lion Enthusiast                        

                        
                          Awarded for commenting 20 times on Lions stories.
                        

                        
                          
		
			
				
			

		


		                        

                        
                          
                            
                              600
                            

                            
                              
                                prowess earned
                              

                              
                                for earning the Lion Enthusiast badge
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      


                    


                
                    

                                              
                          You're a specialist in this field and have earned the badge:
                        

                      
                      
                        
                          Lion Fanatic                        

                        
                          Awarded for commenting 50 times on Lions stories.
                        

                        
                          
		
			
				
			

		


		                        

                        
                          
                            
                              900
                            

                            
                              
                                prowess earned
                              

                              
                                for earning the Lion Fanatic badge
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      


                    


                
              

            


            

              
                Prev
              
              
                Next
              

              
                Okay
              
            


          

        

      
        
          

            

              
                Badge series 4 of 9

                
                  Photographer                

                I
              

              

                
                    

                                              
                          You've got an eye for the wilderness and have had your photographic journal from your time at Londolozi published on the Blog for others to enjoy. You found out how to submit your story by emailing us.                        

                        
                          You've earned the badge:
                        

                      
                      
                        
                          Photographer                        

                        
                          Awarded for submitting a photo story.
                        

                        
                          
		
			
				
			

		


		                        

                        
                          
                            
                              700
                            

                            
                              
                                prowess earned
                              

                              
                                for earning the Photographer badge
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      


                    


                
                    

                                              
                          You're a specialist in this field and have earned the badge:
                        

                      
                      
                        
                          Master Photographer                        

                        
                          Awarded for submitting five photo stories.
                        

                        
                          
		
			
				
			

		


		                        

                        
                          
                            
                              2800
                            

                            
                              
                                prowess earned
                              

                              
                                for earning the Master Photographer badge
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      


                    


                
              

            


            

              
                Prev
              
              
                Next
              

              
                Okay
              
            


          

        

      
        
          

            

              
                Badge series 5 of 9

                
                  Storyteller                

                I
              

              

                
                    

                                              
                          You've got the gift of the storyteller and have had a tale of your time at Londolozi published on the Blog for others to marvel at around the camp fire. You found out how to submit your story by emailing us.                        

                        
                          You've earned the badge:
                        

                      
                      
                        
                          Storyteller                        

                        
                          Awarded for submitting a story.
                        

                        
                          
		
			
				
			

		


		                        

                        
                          
                            
                              600
                            

                            
                              
                                prowess earned
                              

                              
                                for earning the Storyteller badge
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      


                    


                
                    

                                              
                          You're a specialist in this field and have earned the badge:
                        

                      
                      
                        
                          Raconteur                        

                        
                          Awarded for submitting 5 stories.
                        

                        
                          
		
			
				
			

		


		                        

                        
                          
                            
                              2400
                            

                            
                              
                                prowess earned
                              

                              
                                for earning the Raconteur badge
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                          You've curated your own Favorites gallery by ♡ing at least 15 photographs which you absolutely love from around Londolozi Live. If your Favorites gallery has caught the eye of the Fine Art site Editor and is featured, you've also earned the esteemed Featured Curator badge.                        
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							Londolozi Live
						

						
							Membership overview						

						
							We invite you to sign up for a Londolozi Live account and join our growing digital family united by our respect for nature and love of the wild.  Membership is free and grants access to the Londolozi community, numerous innovative services and benefits across our digital ecosystem:						

					


					
													
								
									Quick sign in/sign up								

								
									
										Tired of new passwords? Link your social media account of choice for instant, secure access to Londolozi Live.									
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									Who are you?								

								
									
										Tell the community something about yourself and tweak your Londolozi profile.  More of a secretive animal?  Keep your profile private.									
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									Track your activity								

								
									
										Earn badges for your profile as you interact with Londolozi and the community as you comment, share and explore our online ecosystem.  All your activity with Londolozi is now connected.									
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									Increase your ranking								

								
									
										Earn prowess and rank up as you interact with Londolozi Live and earn a spot on the monthly points leaderboard.									
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									Discuss stories								

								
									
										Chat with other Londolozi Live Explorers and with your favourite Contributors from the Londolozi team about their photos and stories from the wild.									
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									Curate your own gallery								

								
									
										Add your favorite photographs from around Londolozi Live to your very own Favorites gallery, using the ♡ button, for others to enjoy.									
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									Purchase full res photos								

								
									
										Buy your favorite photos in full resolution, easily and securely, for download at any time from your Profile Page.									
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									Home of leopards								

								
									
										Tell us which of the Leopards of Londolozi you've encountered during your visit! Their cards will move to your profile page collection.									
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									Rent gear								

								
									
										Need a camera for your stay?  Book it online and hassle free.  Travel to Londolozi light and easy.									
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		We’ll never post to Facebook or Google without your permission. Read more in our Privacy Policy and Terms of Services.
	





	
		Struggling to log in? Read our help guide.
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                Tortoise Pan4:3Male
                

            

            2016 - mint

            6th generationMother Leopard
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        Born in 2016, the Tortoise Pan 4:3 male spent his early years in the south-east of the reserve, but began moving further afield in late 2019.
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                        Mother Leopard Dynasty - 3

                        6th generation - 3

                        4:3 spots - 1

                        male - 2

                        Trait: Nose spot - 1

                         Total - 10
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                                 Leopards NFT

                            
                            Rare by nature

                        

                    


                    
                        Leopards NFT is a collection of single-edition art ETH tokens each tied to one of 73 famous wild Leopard of Londolozi, with a portion of proceeds continuing their conservation and guardianship.
                    

                    
                        As custodian of one of the elusive Leopards NFT Protector Tokens, along with other benefits, you are granted exclusive access to the Londolozi Protector Club together with other investors, philanthropists, conservationists and digital art enthusiasts.
                    

                    
                        Learn more about the 73 Leopards NFT Tokens
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							Have you spotted the Mashaba 4:3 Female in the wild during one of your trips to Londolozi or the surrounding area?

							
								
									Yes
								
								
									No
								
							


						


						

							
							
								You've spotted the Mashaba 4:3 Female in the wild during one of your trips to Londolozi or the surrounding area.
							

							
								To view and manage all the Leopards of Londolozi you've spotted, visit your
								Profile.							

						

					

					
						Please sign in to submit your sighting.

					

					
						
							Not a Member yet? Join the tribe!
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						The Leopards of Londolozi
					

					
						Since 1979 Londolozi has had a love affair with leopards. Over the last four decades, this dynasty has been chronicled by the many guides and trackers, past and present, who have worked at Londolozi.
					

					
						You can visit the Mashaba 4:3 Female's dedicated profile page to access a rich trove of information about this leopard, including family tree, unique markings, territory maps, timelines and a host of stunning images and videos.
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